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ABSTRACT: A new type of flexible debris control structure for the BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure was successfully installed in the interior of British Columbia, Canada. The Debris Catcher debris
fence spans approximately 30 m across a gully confined on both sides by bedrock and stands more than 6 m
tall. The structure consists of steel beams and steel wire rope and nets. The potential storage capacity behind
the system is approximately 3000 m3. The system is intended to store typical debris flood material at a site
above the Trans-Canada Highway (Highway 1) and to reduce impacts to the highway from debris flows, allowing the coarse material to dewater and form a debris dam behind the barrier.
1 GENERAL BACKGROUND
1.1 Introduction
Engineered protective measures that mitigate debris
flow impacts are often located on the debris fan and
can be grouped into two categories: open and closed
control structures. Open structures are those that
typically allow the passage of the debris through to a
final deposition area in a controlled manner. This
strategy is in contrast to closed structures that attempt to stop the further progression of debris at
some interim position within the fan or along the
creek channel.
One closed structure that is gaining popularity in recent years is the flexible net barrier. In contrast to
their rigid counterparts such as debris racks, grizzlies, or earth and concrete structures, these systems
are designed to absorb initial dynamic pressure induced by fronts of debris by plastic deformation,
while at the same time providing a mechanism for
encouraging coarse-grained deposition by dewatering combined with creek channel gradient and debris
velocity reduction.
Advances in technology associated with rockfall
catchment barriers and dynamic avalanche barriers
have made flexible systems more efficient and plausible for a larger variety of sites. Described herein is
a new system called the Debris Catcher that is being
used near Lytton, British Columbia, Canada. At this
site, at least three debris floods (to smaller debris
flows) over the past six years have closed Highway
1. This new debris fence installation is intended to

reduce impacts and help mitigate the debris hazard at
this site.
1.2 Site Characteristics
The newly installed Debris Catcher is located approximately 10 km east of Lytton, British Columbia
on Highway 1 at a site locally known as Gladwin or
5.5 Mile Creek (Fig. 1). The creek’s watershed is
generally north-facing towards the Thompson River
valley and covers an area of approximately 4.6 km2
with its headwaters located some 3 km above the
highway. Below the highway, approximately 225 m
(~45 m elevation loss) the creek crosses the Canadian Pacific rail line and then joins the Thompson
River a further 160 m down slope (~60 m elevation
loss). Outside of spring freshet and thunderstorm
conditions, the creek itself is typically 1 to 1.5 m
wide and some 20 mm deep.
At 5.5 Mile Creek, the highway is comprised of two
east bound and two west bound lanes with a posted
speed limit of 100 km/h in both directions (Fig. 2).
A 1200 mm concrete culvert, equipped with a concrete headwall and steel grizzly, conveys the creek
under the highway. Overhead transmission lines for
telephone and power are located on the upslope side
of the highway at the edge of the pavement. Above
the highway and to the west of the creek, there are
several residential structures that are separated from
the creek by a prominent bedrock ridge. Additional
structures from a single residence are noted approximately 100 m to the west and above the gullied
creek channel on the north side of the highway.

materials and deposition angle are indicative of low
debris velocities (estimated at approximately 3 m/s).
Past debris events at this site have followed select
rain on snow events in the late spring, or high intensity and long duration summer thunderstorms.
Two of three debris event classification systems
classify this watershed as susceptible to debris
floods. The published debris event classification index, the Melton ratio (Melton 1957), indicates a
value of 0.61 to 0.65 which is at the entry level for
debris flow events. Alternate classification systems
(e.g. Wilford et al. 2004), which are refined to include watershed length (over 2.7 km) and relief ratio
suggest more debris flood-like events than debris
flows would impact the site.
2 PLANNNING, DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
2.1 Project Scope

Figure 1. 5.5 Mile Creek watershed and location of Debris
Catcher.

Figure 2. View looking west along Highway 1 at 5.5 Mile
Creek (Image taken from Google Street View).

Local residents utilize the creek flow near the fan
apex as a private potable water supply.
Three significant events over the past six years have
closed Highway 1, the largest event depositing approximately 2000 m3 at the highway on March 13,
2007. The fan shaped debris deposit ranged in thickness from approximately 1m and tapering to 0.2 m
(Fig. 3). The debris generally consisted of sand,
gravel, cobbles with angular boulders typically less
than 600 mm diameter and organic woody debris.
The deposit varied from well-graded to poorlygraded with an estimated deposition angle of 3 -6
degrees. Super elevation of the flow was noted by
mud-lines less than 1 m apart (net difference in elevation) on a channel bend with a gradient of approximately 12 degrees. Field observations of mudlines near the fan apex combined with the deposit

The objective for this site set forth by the BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure was to implement mitigative measures that would improve the
reliability and safety of Highway 1 given the recent
lower magnitude and higher frequency debris events.
The Ministry’s concern regarding these recent debris
events, combined with available funding for this
unique site, led to a decision to complete the design
and construction of the improvements prior to the
next winter/spring cycle.
Under consideration for the site were a variety of solutions including a new bridge, an earth and concrete
debris catch basin, check dams constructed at multiple locations up the creek channel, a standard steel
or aluminum trash rack and a debris fence. In the
end, the debris fence option was decided as most favourable based on its limited structure footprint, potential storage volume given site constraints, cost
and installation time.
Based on the magnitude of recent debris deposits on
the highway a target catchment volume of 3000 m3
was chosen by the Ministry. This betterment was
viewed as semi-temporary and would allow further
consideration of long term mitigation while at the
same time improving safety for the traveling public
and reliability of infrastructure.
2.2 Design
The first design consideration included selection of
an optimal fence position to maximize potential debris storage volume. Located some 20 m upslope
from highway, a 30 m cross section of the gully was
chosen based on bedrock gully side-wall control that
would benefit the proposed lateral anchors. The
fence location was balanced between being far

Seven sets of bearing ropes are stretched across the
30 m span at 1 m height intervals (Fig. 5). Each set
contains two 24 mm steel wire ropes. Individual
ropes are fitted with one AVT-phx brake element,
which is a steel coil that expands by plastic deformation when a force is applied. Brake elements are
situated on opposing sides of the bearing rope sets.
All bearing ropes are Zn-Al galvanized at the highest
class for maximum corrosion protection. Anchorage
for the ropes is provided by a 29 mm wire rope anchor embedded a minimum of 4 m into competent
bedrock.

Figure 3. Oblique aerial photo of debris on Highway 1 following the March 2007 event.

enough upstream of the highway to allow for the expansion of the system and site access yet maximize
debris storage volume behind the structure. Through
optimizing potential debris storage volume at the
site, a debris fence height of 6 m would be required.
Loading parameters on the fence could now be assessed given the fence dimensions.
Dynamic and static loading design input was based
largely on engineering judgment from post debris
event field observations. As the primary objective of
the fence system targets the low magnitude, high
frequency events instead of a single large event, the
forces from the static loading scenario became a
dominant design criteria at this deposition location.
In this scenario, the structure should not collapse
under full capacity conditions. It was designed considering a triangular load over the height of the fence
with 0 kN/m2 at the top and 60 kN/m2 at the bottom.
This corresponds to a material weight of 20 kN/m3
(or 2000 kg/m3) with a lateral coefficient of friction
of 0.5.
The Debris Catcher form developed for 5.5 Mile
Creek comes from a dynamic avalanche system being developed in Europe called the Snow Catcher
(Rammer et al. 2009). It uses a lambda-shaped post
that has a hinged connection between the main beam
and the brace, as well as to the two base plates (Fig.
4). For the 5.5 Mile Creek site, the main beam is
more than 6 m long, weighing approximately 1500
kg. The brace is more than 4 m long and weighs approximately 500 kg. The pin making the hinge connection has a diameter of 10 cm. Four 50 mm solid
bar anchors secure each base plate to the foundations
for a total of eight per post. All components are galvanized. The foundations are reinforced concrete
beams whereby each beam is anchored to the subsurface by ten staggered 51 mm injection bore anchors
that are approximately 8 m in length.

The Omega-Net makes up the net structure. It is a
woven net consisting of individual, pre-formed wave
strands of steel rope. The strands are 10.5 mm diameter spiral ropes that – although meeting at intersecting points – are not connected to each other. This
yields an extremely strong and flexible net. The effective mesh size is 170 mm. The strands are Zn-Al
galvanized at the highest class for maximum corrosion protection.
The nets, ropes and brake elements incorporated in
the design are similar to those found in a 5000 kJ
rockfall catchment fence.

Figure 4. Post structure of the Debris Catcher.

Figure 5. Schematic showing placement of bearing ropes.

2.3 Installation
The design and installation of the debris fence was
carried out in the spring of 2011. The initial site
work was focused on removing 5000 m3 of debris
from previous events that had accumulated in the
wide gully above the highway. Logistical challenges
also included ensuring the existing creek was not
disturbed, working in cold weather, saturated ground
conditions, and protecting the water line supplying
the local residents.

packages and rope guides. The brake elements were
installed and the bearing ropes put under tension. As
the final step, the net panels were opened like curtains and seamed together. The erection of the superstructure took approximately 3 days.
Anchorage for the system was designed by Wyllie &
Norrish Rock Engineers. Installation was carried out
by Pacific Blasting and Demolition and VSA Highway Maintenance.

Once debris was removed to facilitate additional
storage behind the proposed fence and to optimize
post foundation conditions, the final post locations
were selected and the area behind the system was
contoured to the desired specifications. The goal was
to provide approximately 3000 m3 of storage capacity behind the system for future events. Wire rope
anchors were then installed along the bedrock gully
sidewalls to facilitate lateral fence connections.
Construction of the post foundations involved the
forming and pouring of the reinforced concrete
beams (Fig. 6). Prior to pouring the concrete, the tieback anchors were installed. PVC piping was used
as sleeves for the anchor locations so that the anchors could be tensioned once the concrete had
hardened. Once the foundations were in place, a
drainage ditch was installed near the fence toe to divert potential fence overflow water to the existing
highway culvert.
Lastly, the debris fence superstructure was installed
(Fig. 7). The posts were first erected using an excavator and a boom-truck. Next the nets were hung on
either side of the posts and at the lateral anchor positions. Bearing ropes were led through the net

Figure 6. Foundation showing reinforcement and tie-back anchors with PVC sleeves prior to pouring concrete.

Figure 7. Completed Debris Catcher.

3 FUTURE WORK
3.1 Monitoring Equipment
Unlike rockfall events that can be field tested at controlled test facilities or snow avalanches that can be
generated by using explosives, debris floods and debris flows are often difficult to create artificially in a
safe manner with sufficient magnitude to test fence
systems without significant scaling of input parameters. As such, it is often necessary to rely on natural
events to obtain and calibrate test data in order to refine designs and develop better and safer systems.
It’s acknowledged that when relying on natural debris sites, it is difficult to find sites that have frequent events to make it worth the capital investment
of a monitoring system. The debris fence system
may lay dormant for years before being tested by an
event, which could happen any hour of the day. Another monitoring consideration is the availability of
required infrastructure for installing and running the
monitoring equipment. Since the 5.5 Mile Creek site
has shown that it has a relatively high frequency of
events and because it is directly adjacent to both
sources of power and telephone (i.e. internet access),
it was viewed as an ideal candidate for a test site.
Following the installation of the Debris Catcher, efforts were focused on developing a continuous
monitoring system that would combine rope force
sensors with video. The outcome was an 8 channel
(7 bearing rope sets and one side stabilisation rope)
force sensing system using shackle load cells that records the forces at a rate of 1000 Hz, two infrared
cameras and two emergency switches capable of
triggering an alarm. The system is capable of

recording pre-event data so that video data will be
available for the initial pulse of the debris flow and
its interaction with the structure as well as data
throughout the event. Both the recorded data and
real-time force readings and video images will be
available through a secure logon over the internet.
In addition to monitoring, the system will send out
notifications that an event has occurred. This will allow the authorities to evaluate the situation and take
the necessary actions. The installation of the monitoring equipment was completed in the fall of 2011.
4 SUMMARY
4.1 Current state and expectations
With the installation of the Debris Catcher and the
monitoring equipment completed, the B.C. Ministry
of Transportation and Infrastructure has improved
the reliability and safety of the 5.5 Mile Creek site
on Highway 1. At the time of writing, some very
small debris events had occurred, which deposited
approximately 10 - 15 m3 of material in places, below the lower bearing rope set (Fig. 8). This material
likely represents localized creek aggradation and bed
load movement during high water events.
It’s anticipated the debris fence system will be tested
by larger events in the near future and possibly between the time of this paper’s submittal and the date
of the conference. If an event occurs and the monitoring system is able to capture it, then the data will
be used to further refine the design of the Debris
Catcher, allowing for further optimizing of the debris system’s cost and effectiveness. It is hoped that
with a better understanding of how the system

Figure 8. Debris Catcher showing some material buildup at
base of system.

distributes the load, conditions for lateral anchoring
can be better quantified, thus allowing for its use in
non-confined debris flow sites or for sites with weak
bedrock control.
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